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electric cars, making it the largest electric
vehicle company in the world. At the
The excitement of driving across the
time technology was changing in ways
country, from one end to another, as
that were both amazing and difficult to
expeditiously as possible, was portrayed in
fathom.
the 1981 movie, “Cannonball Ball Run,”
starring Burt Reynolds, Roger Moore of To place things in historical context, the
James Bond fame, Farrah Fawcett, Sally Wright brothers had yet to make their
Fields and a multitude of famous actors. first flight and Henry Ford’s first Model
T would not roll off the assembly line,
At the end of January 2014, the Tesla Car
for another six years. The Baker Electric
Company accomplished this race against
Company dominated the market and Mr.
time, by driving two of their model S
Baker was promoting his new “Torpedo
cars, from Los
Racers”. On
Angeles to New
a beautiful
York City,
Memorial
in 76 hours;
Day weekend,
the distance
Walter Baker
covered was
raced one of
3,464.5 miles or
his Torpedo
(5,196.75 KM)
Racer’s to 104
The detail,
mph before he
that makes this
crashed and
accomplishment
unfortunately,
so unique is, that the two Tesla Model
killed two spectators.
S cars are entirely electric. The driving
He and his electrician, who sat behind
team achieved it, by using the company’s
him, were not hurt, since he had installed
network of super charging stations,
a harness, which was the world’s first use
located about 120 miles (180 KM) apart
of a safety belt!
across the USA.
by Peter Pontsa

Technical Corner:
What is Brake Fade?
by Ed Taccone

Brake fade is a term to describe the
partial or total loss of braking power
used in a vehicle brake system.
Brake fade occurs when the brake
pad and the brake rotor no longer
generate sufficient mutual friction to
stop the vehicle (that loved Antique
or Classic) at its preferred rate of
deceleration and can happen on
motorcycles cars and trucks.
The brake pad in any brake system
is designed to work at certain
operating temperatures. Being made
of many different formulations,
continued on page 2
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This was a marketing strategy to educate
the public, that there will not be any
range limitations. Detractors, who
expressed concern about the ability of a
totally electric car to take long trips, can
now rest their minds at ease.
The Tesla S performed very well, in spite
of the Colorado blizzard, with conditions
of 60 mph winds, 12 inch snow drifts
and road closures, which cost them an
additional eight hours of time delays in
accomplishing their cross country drive.
Presently, the Tesla S Cannonball Run
time, is being assessed for recognition by
the Guinness World Record Organisation.

The Torpedo Racer was the first car to
have an aerodynamic body that enclosed
both driver and platform. The design of
this car is not all that different from the
look of today’s modern formula race cars.
These remarkable innovations allowed
Baker to become the first man in history
to break the 100 mph barrier, in a motor
car and imagine it was all electric!
Since he crashed, however, none of his
records went into the record books.
As a side note, immediately after
the crash, Baker was arrested for
manslaughter, but then later released
when it was discovered that the two
individuals who had been killed, had
crossed the safety barrier and had placed
themselves in harm’s way. 			
continued on page 3

As history repeats itself once again, we
see the rise of electric vehicles in the
mainstream market, just as it was in
1902. In that year, the Baker Electric
Editor, British Driven: Angela van Breemen
Company produced and sold 800
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Sharing Our Adventures: Love Affair with the Brits by Jean-Louis Valade
I was introduced to British sports cars
at an early age. One of our neighbours
had purchased a British Racing Green
Jaguar XK-E. Man, what a car. The
rumour was that this automobile
could, in fourth gear, still “stain the
pavement”. It had that much power. I
was a young and naïve adolescent.

As the years went by and I became
old enough, but not necessarily wise
enough, to drive, I quickly realized that
this dream of owning one of those was
out of my league. I had to settle for
an ex delivery VW bus as my means of
transportation.
During a summer holiday trip, a friend
and I went to Cape Cod. Because I
had put larger than normal tires on the
vehicle, I thought that it was sufficient
to pretend that it was a dune buggy and
that this bus could sail across the sand
dunes of Massachusetts. Wrong. It
sank after twenty feet. In the process
it ruptured the push rod jackets,

ran out of oil and burnt the engine.
Confronted with the decision of either
repair the engine or replace it, I chose
the latter one. Through a friend I found
a Porsche engine that was in need of a
new home. I was happy to oblige and

Not happy with the outcome, I figured
the solution to this problem was to
increase the power. A 327 Corvette
engine became available. Now, if you
take a student with very limited cash
flow and hair brain ideas, you get
something that is less than safe but
WOW, power to spare. Somehow
we managed to shoe horn the motor
in the engine bay. The implant and
I managed to survive the rest of the
summer when finally the frame ripped
apart and it came to a shameful rest.

accommodated the modification. This
improved VW bus suited my to and fro,
and more, needs at the time until my
eyes saw a Triumph TR4.

Luckily a TR4A came across my path.
Oh what a beauty. It served me well
for a couple of years before it came to
an early death when it got T boned
during a winter storm. An Austin
Truth be told, this TR4 was a bit out
Mini Cooper and Coopers S followed
of the ordinary. Its heart was a Buick
its demise. Many adventures were
V6. Needless to say such a vehicle in
experienced with those sassy little cars.
the hands of a teenager was a recipe for A jasmine yellow TR6 with black
				
		
catastrophe. It happened within a week.
continued on page 3
I blew the engine.

Technical Corner: What is Brake Fade? ... continued from page 1
brake pads perform in very different
ways under temperature. This certainly
indicates the fitness of a brake pad for
application and general quality. There
are however two different kinds of
brake fade; green fade or dynamic fade.
Green Fade or Early Life Brake Fade
is quite common and almost normal
when new components are fitted;
it is merely a setting down of the
components after installation and can
be gone in a few brake applications.

scorching of brake pads and involves
the complete removal of surface
organics or volatiles.

often resulted in brake fade where the
brake liners were actually vaporising
inside the brake drum. Traffic
authorities even built vehicle run off
sand traps as an emergency route for
vehicles descending out of control!
The advent of disc brakes which are
better vented and employ modern
technology brake materials improved
this a lot but there are many different
brake qualities and types on the world
markets.

These are of course, Performance Brake
Pads and are a serious consideration
Dynamic Fade or In Stop Brake Fade for track day and race use. Brake fade
can also be caused by caliper drag.
is more serious and means that you
When brake fade occurs the brake
have either chosen or been sold the
pad is actually skidding on a film of
wrong grade of pad for your vehicles
or the pad quality is suspect. Dynamic gas created by the overheating of the
Let the brake pads seat to the rotors
constituents of the brake pad. This
and then use the brakes positively on a brake fade, which is best described as
loss of brake during the stop outside the does not always mean a poor quality
quiet and safe road area to show them
brake pad has been used and in
some heat energy and the iussue will be bed in period, is dangerous and needs
performance use pads can fade due to
to be remedied.
gone a lot quicker.
overloading the brake pad compared to
In
the
early
days
of
drum
braked
its design targets.
Some manufacturers now “Surface
vehicles,
brake
fade
was
more
prevalent.
scorch” brake pads to avoid green fade.
continued on page 5
Towing a trailer down a long descent
This process is called heat searing or
To minimize or avoid this effect it
is wise to drive cautiously when new
brakes are fitted and give yourself
a little extra braking distance for
the bedding in period. This can be
anywhere up to 800 km of urban use.
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The Electric Car: History Repeats Itself ... continued from page 1
Fast forwarding to present time, 112 years
later, on January 27, 2014 at the Palm
Beach International Speedway, the Tesla S
met the 2014 Corvette Stingray Z51 in a
drag strip showdown.

car solutions, for different segments of
society.

For instance, there is the 2014 Honda
Accord, which is a hybrid running on
gasoline, whenever the electric batteries
are depleted. The BMW 3i is an all
These cars are from two completely
electric small SUV and the BMW i8
different worlds. The Tesla runs on
electrons and the Corvette guzzles petrol hybrid sports coupe, will be on sale in the
like a thirsty rhino. Amazingly, the Tesla S spring of 2014. Performance is derived
beat the Corvette by .0235 seconds in the by the 1.5 L engine which powers the
rear wheels and the electric motor drives
quarter-mile drag race. However, in the
the front wheels; mileage is 94 miles per
second race, the Corvette won by .0774
gallon with acceleration from 0 to 60 in
seconds. Recently, the Tesla S has also
outpaced a V10 Dodge Viper at the same 4.4 seconds.
speedway.
Ferrari and Porsche are also providing
hybrids. Cadillac will be introducing the
ELR, which has a gas powered electric
generator that kicks in whenever the
battery system runs out. That should
prevent any range anxiety some drivers
might have!

conveniences, purchased a Baker electric
vehicle, as his first car.
It is amazing to think, that such forward
thinking individuals saw merit in the
electric car over 100 years ago.

One wonders, where our environment
would be today, had we embraced electric
power over fossil fuels all those years
For those who like two wheels, there is
also the” Mission RS Electric Motorcycle” ago. As much as we love our gasoline
with a range of 140 miles and a top speed driven cars, it is exciting to see more fuel
efficient alternatives become available,
of 150 mph. Unlike gasoline powered
which will facilitate the protection of the
bikes, the RS electric motor does not
environment for future generations.
need to rev up in order to perform.

The members of the Tesla Team are to
be commended for the environmental,
technological marvel they created, that
moves like a muscle car when needed and On final reflection concerning the Baker
carries five people comfortably, safely and Electric Company, one of its vehicles
was part of the first White House fleet
leisurely as well.
of cars, when Theodore Roosevelt was
President. Even Thomas Edison, one of
Because of environmental concerns,
the most prolific inventors, and to whom
governments are forcing vehicle
we owe so much for today’s modern
manufacturers to provide various green

If you are interested in more information,
visit the following interesting websites;
Edison Electric Cars and History,
Wikipedia; Baker Electric Company, Tesla
Motors.com and BMW Motors.com
		

Peter T. Pontsa

Love Affair with the Brits.. continued from page 2
interior was my next purchase. At
that point, my career sent me and my
beloved TR6 to Toronto only for it
to die a few weeks later. A Ford of
Germany was the replacement and thus
ended my streak of British cars.

However, it eventually reached the point this was the limit. Until…
where major surgery was required. The 		
engine was totally rebuilt, the interior
gutted out and the body divested of
its paint. All was going well until -children happened.

Until many years later, while going to
a friend’s house for dinner, I spotted
a Jaguar E type in a carport covered
with dust. On a lark, I wrote on the
back window my name and phone
number. Two years later I received a
call, enquiring if I was still interested
in buying the car. A few hours later
I was the proud owner of a drivable
1964 Jaguar XK-E. As my almost daily
driver, it served me well for a few years.

Nearly twenty years went by when one
day, at a car auction, I acquired a 1966
XK-E, healthy and ready to roll.
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My infatuation with British cars was
revived. While still owning this sexy
sculpture on wheels, my wife and I have
added a classy Jaguar XJ6, a few MGs to
our stable - a 1975 MGB nicknamed a
“Berrari” and a dainty 1951 MG TD.
Due to storage space, we agreed that

In case you were wondering what
happened to the 1964 XK-E, a
gentleman with no children at home
purchased it.
Jean-Louis Valade

visit our website at www.headwatersbritishcarclub.org
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Down Memory Lane: Hockley Home To Rare Triumphs by Rupert Lloyd Thomas
It billed as “The lowest priced 100
m.p.h. Sports Car on the Market,” the
Triumph TR2 was offered in Canada
at $2,495 in 1954. The TR2 had a
comparatively short production life
from September 1953 to August 1955.
Just 8,636 of these cars were produced
and only thirteen are included in the
Canadian list of known survivors.

A busy racing season was lined up. The
first known appearance was on the oval
at the Canadian National Exhibition,
followed by a second place in the
B.E.M.C. Driving Skill Test on May
9th, 1954. Then to Edenvale on 26
June, where Fred picked up a brace of
wins, Novice Race and 1500-3000cc,
plus a class win and fourth overall in
the “Grand Prix.”

A rare bird today, the car launched
the Triumph marque onto the North
American market. The TR2 gained a
reputation for sporting performance,
attractive styling, and competitive cost.
A factory-supported car was prepared at
the Evans Avenue Plant of the Standard
Motor Company in Toronto, in time
for the 1954 racing season. Fred Hayes,
a member of the British Empire Motor
Club, was chosen to drive. The car
in question was black with red trim,
chassis number TS1256, and fitted
with license plate KHS7. This was an
At the B.E.M.C. Edenvale quarter-mile
sprints on July 17th Fred Hayes bagged
the fastest time for a Production Car.
Returning on August 14th for the
Sports Car Club races he gained a first
place in Class “E” and fourth in Class
“D.”

early example of manufacturer-support
in sports car competition.

There then followed a wonderfully
obscure sequence of events. Firstly
to the Glenwood Hill Climb, near
Buffalo, New York, for a class win in
the TR2 on August 22, repeating at
nearby Holland Hill Climb a week
later. Then to Carp Airfield, Ottawa,

Inventions: Did You Know? The Cat’s Eye
This British invention was dreamed up
by Boothtown, Halifax resident Percy
Shaw in 1933 as a way to mark out lanes
and pavement to traffic travelling at
night.
When the tram-lines were removed in
the nearby suburb of Ambler Thorn,
Shaw had been using the polished strips
of steel to navigate at night; he decided
to invent a reflective device that would
aid in night time driving.
The name “cat’s eye” comes from Shaw’s
inspiration for the device: the eyeshine
Page 4 HBCC Newsletter March 2014

with a first in class in the over 1500cc
race, and fourth overall; with another
class win, and third overall, in The
Carp Championship.
Fred finished off the season in the #8
TR2 at Hockley Valley Hill Climb on
October 3, taking another class win.
Not a bad effort for a first year with
the Triumph. The black TR2 was
subsequently replaced by a white TR3,
registered F23236 in 1956.
Fred Hayes was fast becoming a
seasoned campaigner, having raced
an M.G. TC at Rattlesnake Point
Hill Climb as early as 1951. He was
involved in race and rally organization,
with his counterpart Neil Bryson.
Many notable competition cars were
in his future – Allard J2X-Cadillac,
Austin-Healey, OSCA, Comstock EXP
and A.C. Cobra among them.
The accompanying photographs show
Fred Hayes at Hockley at his finest –
the black #8 from the Fall of 1954 and
the white #8 outright winner in Spring
1956 (picture: Al Sands), a photograph
taken at the start line, which best
captures the irresistible charm of this
event.
For those interested, we shall be
returning to Third Line on July 3, 2014
for the third annual Hockley Valley
Revival. Put this date in your diary.
Rupert Lloyd Thomas

by Ed Taccone

reflecting from the eyes of a cat

On 15 March 1935, Reflecting Roadstuds
Limited was founded in Halifax to
manufacture the product. The name
Catseye is their trademark.

The original CAT’S EYE worked by
holding a pair of glass eyes in a white
rubber housing that was laid into the
fabrics of road. The eyes reflected light
As a point of interest, the reflective
coming from car’s headlamps back at the lens had been invented six years
driver so he could see the road ahead.
earlier by Richard Hollins Murray, an
accountant from Herefordshire, for use
The original cat’s eye was famously
in advertising signs. Shaw acknowledged
robust, the housing dipping down into that their invention had contributed to
the road when a car ran over it, a built
his idea.
in rubber wiper then cleaned the glass
			Ed Taccone
eyes which helped them to shine on into
the night.
visit our website at www.headwatersbritishcarclub.org
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Technical Corner: What is Brake Fade? ...continued from page 2
Track day driving is a typical example.
A weekend warrior takes a street based
car to a race track and drives speeds
not seen on the highway and brakes till
his eyes pop out of his head at a corner
instead of smoothly decelerating the
vehicle into the corner as a professional
race driver would do.
This of course just kills the pad
compound. for which it was not
designed. Brake temperatures shoot
past 1000 °F and few pads will tolerate
that. Brake pads that have more heat
capability are required in such cases
and also better ducting of air to cool
the brake system is used. Brake fade,
however, should not be confused with
Fluid vapour lock.

fluid, then a better grade fluid must be
used or steps must be taken to isolate
the brake pad heat from the fluid in the
calipers.

Pad fade can be overcome as simply as
backing off the brakes long enough to
allow them to cool. However, the cause
of the brake fade must be carefully
considered if it is found to be a recurrent
problem.
An additional two issues to review are
the operating temperature of the pad
and the specification of the brake disc or
rotor.
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UPCOMING EVENTS
GENERAL MEETING:
March 5th, 2014 at the Legion
Double Feature:
Speaker: Graeme Jenvey, Automotive
Photo-Journalist, Auto Focus Magazine
Speakers: Ron Pincoe and Tom Hodgson,
How Ethanol Impacts Our Cars
GENERAL MEETING:
April 2nd, 2014 at the Legion
Speaker: Kathleen Brown, Seniors’ Licenses
GENERAL MEETING:
May 7th, 2014 at the Legion
Speakers: Ralph and Sam Philps, will be
making a presentation on their exciting
trip last year

• The operating temperature range of
the pad. Correcting this problem may
How do you prevent brake fade?
only require installing the next higher
Pedal fade can often be eradicated
simply by flushing out the old fluid and heat range pad compound. For example, and wall thickness. All these factors must
be optimized to effectively manage the
replacing it with fresh, high temperature exchanging the standard, original
equipment,
road
going
pads
for
a
fast
heat generated.
resistant, fluid (e.g., replacing OE
road
pad.
DOT4 fluid for higher performance
In some cases, to overcome pad fade,
DOT5). An important point to note
•
The
specification
of
the
brake
a larger heavier rotor may be required.
however, is that once the fluid has
disc,
or
rotor.
If
the
vehicle
is
already
It may also be necessary to install
boiled, it no longer has the ability to
equipped
with
a
high
temperature
pad,
or increase the cooling duct system
resist boiling or aeration, and therefore
the
next
area
that
requires
attention
to provide additional airflow to the
must be completely flushed from the
must
be
brake
rotor
size
and
cooling.
It
rotor. In any case, the system must be
system and replaced with new.
is the brake rotor’s job to absorb, then
configured to effectively manage the
dissipate
the
heat
generated
by
applying
brake heat or the consequential fade
Unfortunately, all non-silicone based
the
brakes
(friction
dissipates
the
energy
problems will continue to occur.
brake fluids are hydroscopic which
absorbed
from
motion
as
heat)
and
to
Ed Taconne
means they absorb atmospheric moisture
keep
that
heat
“locked”
out
of
the
brake
over time. The more water brake fluid
contains, the less resistant it is to boiling pads to prevent them from overheating. * Stay tuned for more on Brakes from
Design considerations of the brake
Dorien Berteletti, in the April Issue of
under extremis.
rotor include the cooling vents - or vane British Driven
configuration - rotor mass, surface area
If pedal fade reoccurs even with new

MGB GT Owner Overhauls his Car and Goes Electric!
Much to my surprise and delight, Peter
showed me an article he had come
across, while perusing the Moss Motors
website.
The author, Belan Banathy has had
his MGB GT since 1968. It has been
lovingly restored several times, and now
has over 500,000 miles on it. Now in
his late sixties, he was finding it more
and more difficult to muscle an internal
combustions drive-train in and out. The
car was once again in need of restoration,
Page 5 HBCC Newsletter March 2014

so he decided to restore the body and
interior and convert the car to electric
drive!

cars be relegated to permanent storage
in warehouses, as fuel driven vehicles
become a thing of the past?

It is no doubt a matter of time before
electric cars become a main stream form
of transportation. Peter and I have often
wondered what will happen to all the
beautiful classic cars out there, as time
moves on.

Perhaps not, if future generations
follow Mr. Banathy’s elegant solution
and restore these old classics to run on
electricity!

If you would like to read the full article,
visit www.mossmotoring.com/mgb-gtIn the decades to come, will our faithful, reborn-electric/
Angela van Breemen
perhaps less than perfect, gas guzzling
visit our website at www.headwatersbritishcarclub.org

